From: Delegate from FARA  
To: 12th Conference of the IARU Region 3  
Title: Resolution of Non-confidence in the IARU R3 Directors  

The Current Directors have acted in a manner which exceeds their authority under the IARU R3 Constitution.  

They have attempted to influence the Conference and act with bias against some motions before the Conference.  

The Protest which has been lodged by PIARA already before the Conference details the first attempt by the current Directors to bias the Conference.  

The second attempt by the current Directors to interfere with the Conference was their attempt to return the application of the Am Samoa ARA (ASARA) before a Conference vote. This violates the IARU R3 Constitution and again exceeds their authority:  
(a) The matter is already before the Conference  
(b) The Directors only govern between Conferences and have no authority to interfere with a Conference  
(c) The Directors attempted to use an unrelated Resolution from 1985 while ignoring the actual Constitution.  

The Application from ASARA for Membership is unrelated to the 1985-8 Resolution which pertains to a second group not a Member-Society  
(a) The ARRL would NOT be the Member-Society for Am Samoa, ASARA would.  
(b) The 1985 Resolution does not pertain to the application to become a Member-Society REPLACING a different Society.  

The demonstrated bias and attempt to exceed their authority makes them unfit to serve as Directors and a vote of NO CONFIDENCE is requested.  

John D. Peters, 3D2AM  
Delegate, FARA  
13 February 2004